Post Ambrosetti, cosa pensano i CEO (tech) italiani

Al Forum Ambrosetti il digitale è argomento di dibattito. Abbiamo parlato di strategie con alcuni CEO italiani presenti: Silvia Candiani ( ...)

Post Ambrosetti, what Italian (tech) CEOs think

At the Ambrosetti Forum, digital is a topic of debate. We talked about strategies with some Italian CEOs present: Silvia Candiani ( ...)
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Ocean Protocol Joins Web3 Projects on €20M+ Gaia-X moveID Initiative

Ocean Protocol, the Web3 platform to unlock data services for AI and business innovation, has teamed up with Chainstep, Datarella, Fetch.ai ...
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The best pathway to multicloud success

Cloud is now an essential vehicle to support digital business. Enterprises are increasingly leveraging the technology’s capabilities to ...
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Sovranità del dato su cloud. Il progetto Gaia X tra compliance e sicurezza

Sempre più urgente e necessaria, la sovranità digitale europea deve svilupparsi in equilibrio tra conformità e sicurezza. Una prova di ...

Data sovereignty on the cloud. The Gaia X project between compliance and security

Increasingly urgent and necessary, European digital sovereignty must develop a balance between compliance and security. A test of ...
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Leading WEB3 Projects Join Forces to Power the Future of Mobility in a €20+ Mln Pan-European Project

Chainstep, peaq, Dataloga, 51nodes, Ocean Protocol, Fetch.ai, and deltaDAO collaborate with top industry names including Bosch, ...
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Security Announces Joining Leading Web3 Projects on the Gaia-X MoveID Initiative

Securities.io is committed to rigorous editorial standards. We may receive compensation when you click on links to products we review. ..
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Fahrzeuge und Umgebung vernetzen Grundlage für sicheren mobilen Datenaustausch in Entwicklung

Networking vehicles and their environment Basis for secure mobile data exchange under development

The publicly funded project "GAIA-X 4 moveID" is developing a standard for communication between vehicles and their environment in order to ...
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Decarbonization Achieves Sustainable Smart Factories

Currently, disclosure of carbon footprints has been an important issue in the industry. However, what will happen as the result of ...
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Safe automated driving: Gaia-X 4 moveID
Within the framework of Gaia-X, the project "Gaia-X 4 moveID" is working on standards based on open source, with the help of which vehicles ...

7 blockchain firms join Bosch led GAIA-X consortium for vehicle identity
Gaia-X, the 300 EU member association for trusted data, has a new Bosch -led project, Gaia-X 4 moveID. It aims to use decentralized ...

MILANOPARIGICAPITALI: Bonfiglio (Gaia-X); in Italy campioni di frammentazione, focus su mercato
"Noi italiani siamo campioni di quello che è l'ingrediente principale del paradosso della prossimità: ovvero la frammentazione. In Italia ...
MILANOPARIGICAPITALI: Bonfiglio (Gaia-X); in Italia campioni di frammentazione, focus su mercato MILANO (MF-DJ)--"Noi italiani siamo campioni di quello che è l'ingrediente principale del paradosso della prossimità: ovvero la ... 
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MilanoParigiCapitali 2022, al via la prima giornata - LA DIRETTA SU CLASS CNBC
Prende il via questa mattina alle 10 con i saluti istituzionali del sindaco di Milano, Beppe Sala, e degli ambasciatori, rispettivamente, ...
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Fabrice Aresu, nouveau président de Cloud Community Europe Luxembourg (CCEL)
Fabrice Aresu, CEO de Luxtrust, prend le relai d’Yves Reding à la tête de Cloud Community Europe Luxembourg.

Fabrice Aresu, new president of Cloud Community Europe Luxembourg (CCEL)
Fabrice Aresu, CEO of Luxtrust, takes over from Yves Reding as the new president of Cloud Community Europe Luxembourg.
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